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Revolution Wind Fisheries Exposure Analysis

Quantitative and data-driven approach

NOAA data on commercial landings for 2008-2019 for Rev WLA, WTGA +5km buffer, and ECC

Adjusted for lobster/Jonah crab unreported landings and dockside sales (RI)

For-hire charter fishing revenue at WLA estimated from 2022 charter captain survey

Indirect and induced impacts in Massachusetts estimated via multipliers (I/O model)

Exposure of fisheries values estimated based on likely impacts to fishing during

Construction
Operations
Decomissioning
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Rev Wind project areas
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NOAA baseline data

Average of 11 years of NOAA data (2008-2019) on 

commercial landings by weight and value from the Wind 

Lease Area (WLA) and Export Cable Corridor (ECC)

(ECC defined as two 180m lanes)

Updated NOAA dataset uses federal Vessel Trip Report 

(VTR) and clam logbook fishing trip data with observer data

Major species: Lobster, scallops, monkfish (WLA); Lobster, 

herring, squid, flounder (ECC) 

Major gear types: bottom trawls, pots, gillnets, and dredges 

(WLA)
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Indirect and induced economic impact
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For-hire charter fishing survey (2022)
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Charter fishing baseline
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Summary of baseline economics in Massachusetts

Commercial fishing:
Massachusetts landings from WLA and ECC: $647,000/year
Massachusetts landings with multipliers: $1,426,000/year

For-hire charter fishing:
Massachusetts revenue from WLA and ECC: $133,000/year
Massachusetts revenue with multipliers: $216,000/year
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Rev Wind development exposure assumptions
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Exposure due to construction effects

Pile driving scheduled for < 9 months

Assume finfish leave when noise exceeds 160 dB: 5km buffer around WTGA

Assume shellfish mortality at 219 dB / 24 hours: 160m radius around turbine towers < 2.5% of WLA
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Exposure during operations

Mobile gear (bottom trawl, scallop dredge) accounts for about half of landed value from WLA

100m radius around turbine towers < 1% of WLA footprint
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Exposure due to decommissioning

Similar to construction but less severe (no pile driving)
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Potential exposure of Mass. fishing to Rev Wind
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